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About This Game

Been looking for the thrill? Then you've come to the right place! Here is a terrifying survival simulator of an abandoned hospital
with elements of horror, which will keep you in suspense throughout the game! Insanity Clicker is a time-killer game full of

horror and fear that will make you tremble in a couple of minutes!

Imagine: you are alone, the sounds of heads and fists beating behind the bare walls around you can be heard even through
them... What's going on here?! First thoughts: I want to get out of here as quickly as possible, but... Am I strong enough?
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One click, two clicks - and you're not so weak and vulnerable as you were a moment ago! More clicks, more power! Hitting the
wall becomes automatic with time! The one has to be hardy, need to adapt to this place. Pills, mutagens - consume everything

you need to stay sane! But they also have to be found somewhere, so clench your fists and step into the unknown!

Still not scared? Then we got tell you about the inhabitants. Maniacs, madmen and mutants – are just a small part of the
population of this place. And now the most interesting part - each of them is ready to eat you alive, tear you up into pieces or

just kill by the injection of a deadly vaccine. Yeah, deranged former doctors of the hospital will also join the party!
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Title: Insanity Clicker
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
PlayFlock
Publisher:
PlayFlock
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows Server 2008, Windows XP, Windows 7, or Windows 8 Classic

Processor: 2.33GHz or faster x86-compatible processor, or Intel Atom™ 1.6GHz or faster processor for netbook class devices

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4000 or above

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated sound card

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Reminds me of the good old RPG days! I really love this game! Definatly buy it if you love RPG's. The game's great,
defenitively. One of the better 4x games I've played (if you're deciding between this and, for example civilization I'd reccomend
this one). I have little bad to say about it to be perfectly honest.

All I've got is that I believed that the Collection Bundle would include all future DLC as well, this was a mistake on my part.
Take care not to repeat it.. Terrific game, the reviews online are either done on the consoles and or by reviewers who didnt
bother learning the rules of the game and or were to lazy to learn the game controls and played it on rookie mode.

Well worth the money, if you say in 3 yrs why is there no Rugby League games being made then blame yourself for not
supporting these devs.

Cons - Ai has some issues with placement when near the line and gus goulds voice over is pretty dull although andrew voss'
commentary make up for this. No remapping of controllers

Pros - Great choices for gameplay / drills / team selections / fanhub which allows customisation. Devs are active and taking on
ideas and applying them as well as bug fixes. The community is tight knit and help one another. I get to play as the bulldogs and
replay the good friday game vs souths without a referee ripping the dogs off.. This was setup as a music video instead of the
previous Hop Step Sing! which was more of a VR concert. As a music video it's pretty good the scene changes were wonderful
the song and dance was great. The only wierd issue was that when you start it doesn't recenter where I'm at (it seems to just
consider my play space as the center). As such I moved myself to the center and restarted the app to fix it.

I liked this one better than the previous Hop Step Sing! The directing on this was great which in a VR experience it can be pretty
difficult. Everything was well polished and I quite liked their costumes.. I really like this game, but im stuck in the map #54..
\u7279\u4ef7\u624d\u5165\u5c31\u503c\u5f97. Some advise for people who are thinking to buy or not to buy:
First : You are going to be playing as a little girl with superpower and your goal to save mankind from robotic control. (Sounds
good)
Second : Voiceover is very unique and very "helpful".
Third: I don't personally like shooters (no offense guys ) but in this game i enjoyed this experience ( Killed all of them
-Yahoooooo)

And finally i wasn't expecting that the end of the game will be so epic and "dramatic" at the same time.
I will definitely wait for second part.. This is a lovely little game. A board wargame at heart. Imagine being sat across the table
playing someone with the computer conveniently sorting out all the rules for you. Movement, combat and morale are all dealt
with seemlessly, without a table or chart in sight. (The tables and charts are there, but you just dont see them as the computer
deals with the trivial for you ) It still feels a little early in development but at the price Im not complaining.

Online play works well and I havent experienced the bugs previous players are talking about. But I've actually had the most fun
sat playing a live face to face game on the same pc. Probably because you can banter, mock more easily :-)

Chat mode in online multiplayer please?
Default settings have all sound switched off which is a little odd, but once id switched on the effects it felt more alive somehow
( leave the music off obviously )

I expect there will be a few patches addressing the occasional niggle but the core game works well.
A nice attempt to make a very accesible ACW.
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Its a good game I enjoy it, but it crashes a lot. Form me certain events or places had a 100% crash rate. Hence it makes the game
not really playable. Getting the bugs fixed will make it a nice game. However atm its just frustrating. I think in the 3.6 hours I
played it, the game froze like 10 - 15 times. Freezing both in game and during the loading screen. What is also strange it the
game lacks an autosave function (well none that I could find). So you need to manually save ALL the time incase of freezing. At
least if the game auto saved before each loading screen that would take away some of the pain.

Its fun play it, but expect the pain of a buggy game. I will not be playing it. My time is valuable to me and this just keeps
freezing.. Hope that in steam DCSdlc to see more modules.Such as M2000c\/Spitfire IX\/C-101\/Bf 109 K-4.Please don't let us
wait too long. thx!. Great point 'n click adventure game! Specialy for czech people who will get all the jokes and references..
Delivers on being a fun little shooter with a fluffy little battleship sporting pre-battle structural upgrades, along with quite a
number of special attacks and turrets, of which the latter can be further boosted both pre-game and in-game with currency
looted from killed enemies.

If you stumble upon a level too hard worry not - you can replay earlier stages farming some more in-game currency, and return
with a beefed up ship to kick some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Better than GTA, Forza, CS:GO,... Just the best game in
the world. :D. Let's start with the positives.
+ If you look at the previews for this game you'll notice that cubes shattering into smaller cubes. The goal of the game is to
destroy every object on the screen. Every block turns into smaller blocks which slowly float away. I quite enjoyed seeing all the
cubes at the end of a level fall slowly through the air.
+ I would say the difficulty was more on the easy side. I don't personally like when puzzle games get too difficult (for example,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 "snakebird").

Now for the negatives.
- I didn't really feel like I was in control of each mechanic the game has until the end. In the beginning I felt like I was doing
things sort of randomly, to see if they would work and it wasn't until the very end that I felt like I had a bit of an understanding
of the mechanics. More times than not I felt like I would guess what to do rather than logically make decisions.
- While a minor nickpick, I felt like going from one level to the next just felt a tiny bit too slow. I feel like if each level
transition period was a bit shorter, that I would be a bit more invested in the game.

Overall I would say it was okay. Not bad, but I enjoyed klocki, zenge, scalak, hexcells, and hook more.
Unless you really like the visuals in this game, I would recommend you play any of the previously mentioned games instead.. I
really enjoy this game!
I was part of the early Alpha of Deathgarden and dropped the game afterwards since I just didn't really get into it. Still I kept in
touch with their Twitter and was happily awaiting the rerelease. And here it is!
Great work. I think it's a game that is easy to pick up, but it's hard to be "really good". Which is a positive thing to me, I love
playing games where I have to practice abit.
The maps are great for chases,there are different weather conditions such as rain, fog, sunlight, and night\/day. They put alot
attention to detail in the maps!
There is an ingame level-up system, you can upgrade weapons\/abilities or unlock certain abilities with a playtime currency. I
think that's a great idea and it keeps you going. On top of that there are challenges, some easy, some very difficult to do.
Every character comes with their own ability, eg. a Hunter can set up mines, the other Hunter is able to cloak for a few seconds
\/ Scavenger throws smoke \/ cloaks \/ heals. It's fun to try all of them, unlock them with playtime and see which character fits
your personal playstyle the most.

Totally recommend this game.
If you didn't like the game back then, just try it again. I think this game definitely deserves your time!. The thing is finally
working. I have to say that I'm impressed! There are more slots to put things in, such as neck slots, arm slots, and such forth.

Sadly this doesn't apply to all the other outfits, there are no updates for them. However, I recomend this, because you're
definetly gonna need it to save time with positioning. You'll be using these quite a lot.

I sincerely hope that the english branch of Comipo steps their game up and starts getting us english users up to date with the
Japanese users. I understand that the native branch comes first but around 2 years of missed content is getting just a bit
ridiculous...
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